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Introduction 
The Joint Expedition to Malqata (JEM) began its 2018 season on Thursday, February 1, 
having delivered the signed concession papers to the Inspectorate of the West Bank on 
Wednesday, January 31. Dr. Diana Craig Patch from the Metropolitan Museum of Art 
directed the 2017 season. Dr. Catharine H. Roehrig, and Dr. Janice Kamrin also from 
the Metropolitan Museum, are senior members of the research team. Janet Picton 
(Petrie Museum, University College, London) and Serenela Pelier served as site 
archaeologists. This year we were joined by a number of specialists: Anthony Crosby 
(mudbrick conservator), Susan J. Allen (pottery specialist), Pieter Collet (architect and 
surveyor), Joel Paulson (surveyor), Gina Salama (architect), Hiroko Kariya 
(conservator), and Alexandra Winkels (conservator specializing in plaster). Hassan 
Mohamed Ali served as the field director, facilitating much of the work in the King’s 
Palace.  Inspectors Waleed Abdel Rahim Mohamed and Mohamed Salim from Luxor 
joined JEM for the season, and Gabr Mohamed Ahmed and Salah Salem Sayed were 
restorers from the Department of Conservation and Restoration in Luxor.  

JEM agreed to host two trainees this season, but no one was available to join JEM in 
2018.  

We especially want to acknowledge the following members of the Ministry of Antiquities 
for their support of our work: Dr. Khaled El-Enany, Minister of State for Antiquities, Dr. 
Mostafa Waziri, Secretary General of the SCA, Dr. Mohamed Ismail, General 
Supervisor of Foreign Missions Affairs and the Permanent Committee, Dr. Mahmoud 
Afify, General Director of the Pharaonic Sector, and Dr. Mohamed Abdel Badia Harab, 
General Director for Central Administration for Upper Egypt.  

In Luxor, we are grateful for the assistance of Dr. Mohamed Abdelaziz, General Director 
of Upper Egypt, Mr. Talat Abdel Aziz, General Director of Luxor Antiquities, and Mr. 
Fathi Yasim, General Director of the West Bank. In addition, Mr. Baha AlGabry, Director 
of Qurna, Mr. Mahmoud Moussa, Director of South Qurna, and his associates Mr. 
Ahmed Nazer and Mr. Abu Elhagag have been most helpful this season. We thank 
everyone for their support of JEM’s work.  Mr. Ramadan Ahmed Ali, the Director of 
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Foreign Missions for the Qurna Inspectorate has been most kind and helpful with 
completing the necessary paperwork needed for our excavation.  We also appreciate 
the contribution to the project of Dr. Abdel Nasser Ahmed Abdelazim, the Director of the 
Department of Conservation and Restoration. 

The site of Malqata, the festival-city of Amenhotep III, is very large, extending some 7 
km along the edge of the low desert (Figure 1). It begins just south of Medinet Habu and 
ends at the Cleared Strip to the west of Kom el-Abd (see the attached map of the site, 
Figure 1). One of the long-term goals of JEM is to take a comprehensive look at the 
numerous structures that make up Malqata because the site is the result of a single 
king’s plan. One of Dynasty 18’s greatest pharaohs, Amenhotep III, created Malqata 
and by studying each building or area as part of a city rather than as an independent 
locale, we hope to better understand Amenhotep III’s vision for Malqata.  

 

Restoration of the King’s Palace 
The focus of the work at Malqata this year was to continue to preserve the eroding 
mudbrick walls of the King’s Palace.   Anthony Crosby, a conservation architect who 
specializes in mudbrick preservation, oversaw the reconstruction of the mudbrick walls 
of the palace this season as he did during the 2014 and 2015 seasons.   In addition to 
Tony, the team necessary to the capping of mud brick wall this season included: mud 
plaster painting conservators (Kariya and Winkels), a photographer (Roehrig), surveyor 
(Collet), and archaeologists (Patch and Picton).  There were five masons, approximately 
70 workers for sand and mortar and carrying mud brick.  

The work this year protected over 90 linear meters of wall (Figure 2) .  We used 
approximately 21,000 mud bricks this season in the capping of eroding palace walls.  
The sizes used were: 10,000 30 cm bricks, 3,000 35 cm bricks, and 8,000 40 cm bricks.  
These are the sizes of brick used in the palace. The bonding pattern of the bricks in the 
palace walls is often meticulous, but there are also walls where the laying of courses is 
haphazard leaving gaps or loose fill and a mixture of brick sizes in their construction.  All 
three sizes of brick are sometimes found in the same wall, but 30 and 35 cm bricks 
were primarily used in the king’s private apartment; 30 cm bricks were used exclusively 
in Room B; and the 40 cm bricks were used in the Room G stairs and the “eastern” 
suite of rooms.  In addition, 40 cm bricks are used in the palace perimeter wall; this 
season we added several courses to the “east” end of the “south” perimeter wall.   

The first step was to plan the walls between Room O and Room J, Room J and the 
King’s Bedroom, and the “north” wall of the King’s Bedroom. The “south” wall of this 
area had already been planned.  After planning, bricklayers set to work to cover each of 
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the walls with new mud bricks. Then the following walls of the rooms that compose the 
King’s apartments were capped:  wall between Room O/Room J; the walls that form the 
“east,” “west,” and “north” walls (which continued into R4) of the King’s bedroom.   The 
“south” wall of the King’s bedroom also is the “south” wall of Room J.  Its total height 
was 1.65 m but its height was stepped down and only reconstructed to 1.23 m directly 
behind the King’s bedroom because only the foundation bricks survive in this section of 
the wall.    

The reconstruction of much of the King’s private apartments was completed this season 
(Figure 3).  The walls here have been reconstructed to a greater height than the 
“western” suites, which were finished in previous years.  Thus, this area stands out from 
other parts of the palace so that visitors will recognize that this portion is special. 

King’s Apartments Reconstructed Length Reconstructed Height    Width 

Room O/J wall 10.35 m 1.65 m 1.30 m 
Room J/King’s Bedroom wall  9.5 m 1.6 m 1.45 m 
King’s Bedroom “west” wall 12.7 m 1.7 m 1.33 m  
King’s Bedroom “north” wall 1.3 m 85 cm 86 cm 
“South” wall of all three rooms 13.8 m 1.65 cm 95 cm 
 

B Rooms are just “south” of the palace gate and this area was another focus of our 
preservation work (Figure 4).  The B Rooms are interesting because on the “southwest” 
portion (called B1 here) of this complicated space there is a raised mud plastered brick 
floor.   We protected this fragile mud plaster floor by piling 8 cm of clean sand over the 
surface before working on capping the mud brick walls.  The sand remains in place at 
the end of the season. Then the “east, west, and south” walls were planned so that they 
could be capped.  

B1 Room Reconstructed Length  Reconstructed Height Width 

“East” wall 7.64 m 95 cm  1.06 m 
“West” wall:   17.0 m 1.0 m  1.3 m 
“South” wall: 11.50 m 73 cm  72 cm  
  
B2 and B3 refers to two small rooms “east” of B1.  A small curtain wall still stands 
separating these two spaces.  “North” of this wall (the boundary between B2 and B3), 
we discovered a sandstone threshold that held a socket for a door (Figure 5).  The 
socket still has a small amount of hard packed mud at the bottom.  Next to the socket 
was a mud plaster structure whose shape indicated that it held a wood pole, 9-10 cm in 
diameter.  This was determined because there is a round shape in the completely 
preserved white gypsum lime plaster (identified by Alexandra Winkels) laid on the 
threshold in the mud plaster structure that formed the doorjamb.  The pole must have 
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protected the white gypsum lime plaster after the palace was abandoned, thereby 
recording the pole’s shape and diameter. The mud plaster that covered the threshold 
continued onto B3 to create mud-plastered floor above brick. 

Moving “south” into B2, interesting architecture was discovered, indicating that no 
archaeologist had cleared this area thoroughly before.  In the center of this room, a thin 
mudbrick floor abuts the “north” wall and “east” walls that bound the room, but not the 
“south” and “west” walls (Figure 6) .  A pebble substrate, the ancient foundation, breaks 
through between the rows of bricks in the floor, but not in between individual bricks in 
any single row. The shallowness of the bricks suggest that the floor had been left 
abandoned for a period allowing the bricks to erode.  Subsequently the bricks were 
covered again with a heavy mud plaster.   

Along the “south” and “west” walls of B2 was a meter thick area of only loose dirt, no 
mudbrick.   This area forms an L-shape, almost mastaba-like in design, against these 
two walls.  However, there is no surviving structure supporting this interpretation, except 
for the form created by the absence of mudbrick floor along these walls.  Along the 
“south” and “east” walls, pieces of ceiling collapse were left in situ for the next season 
as removing them without more planning would be detrimental to their survival. 

The walls that create the staircase in the “west” end of Room G were also capped 
(Figure 7).  This room had been planned in a previous season.  The interior of the 
staircase was excavated to make sure there was no fill but all that was recorded was 
some tumble and mud plaster.  The “north” end was loose down to desert surface.   

Room G staircase Reconstructed Length Reconstructed Height Width 

“East” wall: 5.5 m    55 cm   70 cm 
Center wall:   5.85 m   48 cm   56 cm 
“West wall:   5.8 m    69 cm   60 cm 
 
One of the interesting part of thinking about the presentation of the Room G staircase 
was how high each step had to be in order to create enough steps to reach the roof 
height within the two runs of stairs allowed by the mud brick structure.  It was impossible 
to recreate a small portion of the staircase as intended due to Inspector Waleed’s 
position about reconstruction.  However, based on study of the stairs in the Amun 
Temple and Kom el-Samak, information from the plan of the palace that shows the 
remains of two staircases, and important information from Amarna supplied by Barry 
Kemp, the director of a chronologically and culturally comparable site, we constructed a 
mockup in mud brick.  Perhaps next year we can finalize a small portion of the original 
staircase so that visitors may realize that people accessed the roof. 
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We also planned and capped “east” walls in the Court, Room F, and Room G.  In the 
“eastern” suite of rooms, the “north” and “east” walls of N5, N6, and N7 were finished 
and the “south” wall of N7.    The “west”, “north” and “south” walls of M5 were also 
completed.  

 

 Reconstructed Length  Reconstructed Height Width 

Court 
“East” wall 8.7 m 14 cm 90 cm 
 
Anteroom C 
Partial “south” wall 1.31 m 14 cm 1.10 m      
 
Room F 
“East” wall 9.15 m 70 cm 93 cm  
 
Anteroom G 
“East” wall 2.87 m 80 cm 90 cm 
 
Magazine 5 
“North” wall 10.4 m 93 cm 60 cm 
“South” wall 9 m 1 m 77 cm 
 
N5 
“North” wall 4.23 m 63 cm 80 cm 
“South” wall 4.2 m 60 cm  65 cm 
 
N5/N6 
“East” wall 10.36 m 64 cm 80 cm 
 
N7 
“East” wall 4.23 m 60 cm  65 cm 
 
 
The piers in Rooms M2, M4, and M5 were capped for protection.  Additionally wherever 
ancient mud brick is eroding out from a lower course of mud brick, new mud brick and 
mortar were inserted to provide support and aid in preventing future collapse.  At the 
end of the season, we used 17 truckloads of clean sand to cover the small-uncapped 
walls to prevent further deterioration. 
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Installation of Facsimiles 

JEM received permission from the Permanent Committee to install two facsimiles of 
mud plaster wall paintings that were found in the palace more than a century ago.  One 
of the paintings is a calf excavated from a pier located in Magazine 4 along the “north” 
wall at the entrance to L4.   The other was a part of a marsh scene that came from a 
floor painting in the colonnade hall (Room H).  A very skilled artist at Chicago House, 
Keli Alberts, copied these paintings to scale from color photographs and using exact 
colors onto newly-made concrete palettes.  After a committee composed of Dr. 
Mohamed Abdel Badia Harab, Dr. Mohamed Abdel Aziz, Mr. Talat Abdel Aziz, Mr. Fathi 
Yasin, Dr. Baha AlGabry, and Mr. Mahmoud Moussa saw the paintings and reviewed 
the locations where the two pieces were to be installed with Diana Craig Patch, we were 
given permission to carry out our plans as long as we included a sign in each place that 
made it clear these were facsimiles and not original mud plaster paintings (Figure 8). 
This step was part of the project. 

Mr. Gabr and Mr. Salah Salem joined JEM (February 17 and February 22 respectively) 
from the Department of Conservation and Restauration to oversee the restoration 
project.  This work included drilling the palettes, cutting and epoxying stainless steel 
rods into the palettes, and then setting them into the new concrete slabs.   

The marsh scene was installed on a concrete palette slightly smaller than the painting 
so the mount would not be seen.  Two stainless steel rods anchor this painting to the 
concrete palette embedded into the floor.  The calf, however, required a vertical 
installation and to keep that palette in place a T-shaped concrete structure was created.  
The bar of the T was embedded 15 cm below ground surface, while the vertical element 
was made just slightly smaller than the calf palette (Figure 9).  The calf palette was 
anchored to the T-shaped concrete by two stainless steel rods in the base and two in 
the back (the installation of one cracked part of the facsimile’s decoration). 

Temporary signs were installed in the ground that discussion the meaning of each 
scene and clearly say that these paintings are facsimiles of paintings found during 
different excavations: the calf by the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 1911 and the marsh 
scene by Georges Daressy in 1888. 

 

Installation of Signage  

Developing and implementing signage for Malqata has been a goal of JEM since the 
first field season.  After consulting with the Qurna Inspectorate, this year we produced a 
2.5 m x 1.5 m panel on sun-proof film with wood support and a metal trim.  The sign 
discusses the layout and meaning of the King’s Palace. With text written in both Arabic 
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and English, a floor plan of the palace appears in the center and separates the two 
languages for easier reading.  The reconstructed palace walls are highlighted and a 
dotted line on the plan indicates the path through the palace the ancient visitor would 
have followed for an audience with the pharaoh. This is a temporary panel while we 
review the condition of the materials used; we will then install a permanent panel. 

After consultation with the above-mentioned committee (February 10), they decided the 
sign should be installed at the “north” end of the palace just after one enters through the 
reconstructed gateway (reconstructed in 2015) and to face “south.” (Figure 10)  The 
sign’s structure−metal legs supported by a mudbrick installation−is at a 45° angle so 
that one can look at the King’s Palace while being informed about its plan and meaning. 

 

Preserving Painted Mud Plaster Fragments 

During cleaning of the walls for planning and then restoration, we discovered many 
pieces of painted mud plaster.   None of these pieces is in its original context; most 
fragments were discovered during cleaning face down on top of eroded wall.  It appears 
that someone, probably archaeologists working during the 20th century, carefully placed 
them on top of these walls to protect the remains of painted decoration.  The current 
protocol for protecting these fragile and highly fragmentary pieces, whose original 
location will never be known, is discussed below.  

First, Catharine H. Roehrig photographed each fragment of painted mud plaster with a 
scale and color palette (Figure 11).  We noticed in the short time that the mud plaster 
fragments were collected from on top of and along the mud brick palace walls and 
stored temporarily at the site, the friable edges of these pieces began to crumble.  After 
consultation with Mr. Mahmoud Moussa and Mr. Ramadan Ahmed Ali of the Qurna 
Inspectorate, the decision was taken to rebury these small and fragile pieces in a large 
abandoned pit from the time of Amenhotep III located at the back of the palace.  This is 
the same procedure the Inspectorate instructed JEM to use in previous seasons. The 
following steps were taken for the safety of the plaster fragments:  

1. A layer of clean sand was laid down in the pit.  
2. Groups of pieces from the same location were placed together 

on the sand and general find location identified by a nearby 
named Wall or labeled Room in the King’s Palace.   

3. A row of modern mud brick was placed around each group of 
pieces to separate one group of fragments from other because 
each had a different find spot.  

4. Then each piece in a group was placed face up on the sand and 
then covered by fine sifted mud to protect the painted surface. 
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5. A thin layer of clean sand followed the fine mud layer. 
6. This sand layer was covered by geotextile so in the future, 

archaeologists when retrieving these fragments for study would 
know where the pieces were located before they uncovered 
them and could proceed carefully.  In addition, photographs and 
depths were taken, which will aid in any future recovery. 

7. A thick layer of clean sand was laid over the geotextile.  
8. On top of the sand, we positioned modern mud brick to prevent 

the sand’s disturbance. 
9. Finally, some light dirt hides the mudbrick from view. 

 

West Settlement 
Excavations in the West Settlement this season, directed by Janice Kamrin and with the 
assistance of Serenela Pelier, focused on exploring the eastern boundaries of the site; 
working in several squares to the north that had been opened in 2017; and processing, 
by ceramicist Susan Allen, of pottery from the 2016 season.  

Work began at the north end of the excavation area, east of previously excavated 
squares, with the goal of finding a connection between the West Settlement and the 
Industrial Area where Diana Craig Patch has been excavating. We chose a line that 
would avoid the spoil heaps of the early 20th century Egyptian Expedition of the 
Metropolitan Museum, and set out a trench 2.5m wide running 12.5m to the east. We 
found continuation of the architecture from our previous excavations in the first 2.5 m, 
but anything that might have been built “east” of this was gone, with only desert surface 
underlying sterile fill. This area lies in a shallow wadi, and it is likely that whatever might 
have been here has washed away. Next season, Patch hopes to work “west” from the 
Industrial Area to explore connections between the two sites further. 

However, the eastern edge of the site did still yield some interesting results. In the 
northernmost square, we uncovered a large, deep deposit, primarily of sherds, along 
with a number of tumbled mud bricks, just outside a wall (Figure 12). Mixed in with the 
sherds was part of an interesting blue-painted ceramic figurine, very worn, which is still 
unidentified, what appear to be cattle bones, including some from a juvenile animal, a 
significant amount of charcoal, and some painted mud plaster. In the lowest level 
uncovered so far are almost complete vessels of finer palace ware, along with more 
painted mud plaster; we also discovered that some of the pottery goes under the wall. It 
is likely, therefore, that the material in this pit was used as fill, perhaps of a depression 
in the desert surface, on which to build the wall. 
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This also helped us clarify an area at the western side of the site, excavated in 2016, 
where there was a pit filled with sherds along the western edge of one square. These 
appear to underlay a pebble surface, of the sort used under the mud plaster floors very 
occasionally preserved at the site, and an architectural feature (the function of which is 
yet undetermined) in the square directly to the north. Again, we think these sherds were 
used as leveling fill. Patch observed a similar system in the North Village. The presence 
of these materials under the extant architecture also tells us that the site was used, re-
used, or extended after celebrating the first heb-sed.  

Again, along the eastern edge of the site, “south” of the new trench, we uncovered 
several sections where the walls had been laid as headers rather than stretchers, and 
were thus wider than the interior walls (Figure 13). These wider walls seem to define the 
boundaries of the complex. Three of these sections link up with previously uncovered 
walls; a fourth section seems to outline a new area. 

With the addition of ceramicist Susan Allen to the team, we also made significant 
progress this year with the analysis of the pottery from the site. Building on the work 
carried out last year by our Egyptian trainees and the expert advice of specialist Pamela 
Rose, Allen has refined our pottery forms, and worked through most of the pottery 
collected in 2016. At this preliminary stage, it appears that the majority of the pottery is 
made of Nile silt and includes bowls and dishes of all sizes and medium-sized jars 
(Figure 14). Only a small percentage of the sherds are of marl clay, usually from large 
amphorae. Some of the bowls, especially the large ones, show indications of burning 
and were probably used as braziers, while smaller dishes were sometimes used as 
lamps. Each group collected usually includes a few pieces of the beautiful blue-painted 
decorated pottery that is characteristic of the late 18th Dynasty and particularly of the 
reigns of Amenhotep III and the Amarna period.  

In subsequent seasons, we will continue to analyze the pottery collected, focusing 
especially on the 2015 pottery, some of which comes from the “magazines” to the 
“south.” In terms of excavation, we plan to explore several more areas to the “east” and 
“south,” to make sure we have delineated the preserved eastern and southern 
boundaries of the site, and continue to work to the “east” and “north.” 

 

Industrial Site (west of Audience Pavilion) 
Diana Craig Patch did not excavate at this site this season.  However, she and Jan 
Picton studied the fragments of baked and vitrified mudbrick recovered during seasons 
2015-2017 and now can confirm that they come from a deconstructed kiln whose 
mudbrick structure was broken and scattered.  In addition, Patch recorded more of the 
industrial pottery from the 2017 season. 
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Site Management 

Fencing 
 
This year, as part of our on-going plan to improve the security of Malqata, JEM installed 
130 meters of barbed wire fence along the desert road to the “east” of the Amun 
Temple.  This fence will assist the guards in preventing minivans and trucks, who drive 
out to get the hot air balloons, from destroying the antiquities (Figure 15). 

 
Lighting 
 
This year we bought three lamps, three stands, and 400 m of cable (Figure 16).  This 
was used to hook up three lights to assist the Malqata guards in protecting the site’s 
antiquities.  Two of these lights were installed on a large spoil heap “south” of the Amun 
Temple and face the back end of the temple.  The third light was located next to the 
enclosure wall of the French Compound at the “south” end of the palace to illuminate 
this area.  

 

Upgrading the Guard House 
 
The Malqata guards asked us to add a cement roof, a ceiling fan, and provide an iron 
ladder so they could access the roof.  We complied with these requests. 

 

Removal of Camel Thorn 
 
As we do every year, we hired workmen to remove camel thorn from the site, as the 
camel thorn is very destructive to mud brick.  [We did inquire about the new herbicide, 
but did not get a response early enough in the season to use the poison.]  After the 
camel thorn was gathered into an enormous pile, Patch hired trucks to take the camel 
thorn away from the site.  The pile was removed, but because of its size, it took an 
entire day of work with a baby loader and two trucks, making multiple trips to the 
appropriate dumpsite outside of the area. 

 

Protective Sand 
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At the end of the season, all newly excavated areas of the West Settlement were 
covered with clean sand and a new layer of sand. Areas of the King’s Palace that were 
not conserved this season were also covered with sand.  

 

Hot Air Balloons 

We continued again, as JEM has pointed out each year, to have a great deal of difficulty 
with the hot air balloons. Hot air balloons continue to land directly on the site of Malqata 
(Figure 17).  The baskets scrape the soft dirt of the site causing damage to anything in 
its way (Figure 18).   Trucks (picking up the baskets and balloons) and minivans 
(collecting the passengers) that often drive near or over the fragile mud-remains cause 
additional damage.  Between the mounds, serious damage is taking place in the soft 
sand.  In addition, we have had several narrow escapes with balloons attempting to land 
on top of areas near where we are working.  Only our presence and shouting the pilots 
to land farther out in the desert. 

This year our Inspector Waleed said that he did collect information and report any 
balloon that landed on antiquities land.  But it is clear from the problems we have every 
year that balloon landing happens often when we are not there to stop it. The SCA 
should make every effort to find a way to convince the hot air balloon companies of the 
danger they bring to the antiquities. There is plenty of desert for them to land in and 
they do not need Malqata.  Moreover, we have observed that the balloons are perfectly 
capable of rising when they get low and can avoid the restricted areas as we have seen 
them lift up off the cliffs when they are stuck up there. 

 

Damage to the Birket Habu 

In addition to the damage from the many balloons that land between the Birket Habu 
mounds and chew up the fragile sand surface, we found some other disturbing activity 
between the two rows of mounds.  This area has often been used in the past as a 
garbage dump by the nearby villages, but now there are systematic piles of mud debris 
and significant signs of water, that is, flooded land (Figure 19).  Mr. Waleed believed it 
was water from bathrooms.  It looks as if an attempt is being made to expand fields into 
the antiquities land and will very soon become a reality.  These steps are quite alarming 
to us, as damage from agricultural expansion will destroy a unique archaeological site 
that exists nowhere else (Figure 20). 

In 2010, the SCA built the very important wall along the edge of Malqata and the 
floodplain to prevent just such a development.  It looks like people are beginning once 
again to make inroads into the unique site of Malqata at the Birket Habu.  JEM urges 
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the Qurna Inspectorate to consider taking action to stop the use of this area for farming 
and as a garbage dump. 
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